Virtual Lecture*
Friday, June 11, 2021 at 14:00

Prof. William Sellers
Broad Institute of MIT and Harvard, US

“The discovery of context specific paralog dependence in cancer through combinatorial CRISPR screens”

Contacts:
Prof. Jean-Philippe Theurillat, jean-philippe.theurillat@ior.usi.ch
IOR Administration: +41 91 820 03 22 / +41 91 811 86 66

* The seminar will be entirely virtual. You can connect via the following Zoom link:
https://eu01web.zoom.us/j/68981605094?pwd=dDJWQ3FvVkJ0UDgzT1cvVEVzeFNiZz09
ID riunione: 689 8160 5094
Passcode: 711229